
Mountain Monarchs of Alaska
Spring Brown Bear 

Recommended Gear List !
Rifle (see list below)      2x Boxes ammo & bullet band             
Binoculars (10x) & harness      Spotting scope & tripod (optional) 
Camera/ extra digital card     Gun Sling        
2x Headlamps (Petzl, Black Diamond,etc)    Hunting knife    
Leatherman Tool      Sunglasses  
Eyeglasses or contacts     Lip balm  
Medications       2x Nalgene bottles       
Quick dry towel     Extra medium sized duffle bag**  
Dry bags (medium & small sized)   Reading material (books or eReaders)    
Traveler’s checks or cash     Licenses, tags, and harvest ticket(s)     
2x Merino wool tshirt or crew top    2x Hunting pants (softshell, fleece, or merino wool) 
Puffy jacket (primaloft or treated down)  Goretex rain gear 
Helly Hansen Impertech 3/4 length parka  Breathable fly fishing waders  
Wading boots      Merino wool neck gaiter     
2x Long john bottoms     Warm sweater/shirt/hoodie (merino wool or fleece)  
Vest (fleece or softshell)     Hunting or Pac boots (Meindl, Kennetrek, Schnees or Lowa)  
4x Wool socks (Darn Tough or Farm to Feet)  Camp shoes or Crocs       
Beanie (Merino wool or Fleece)    Billed cap       
Waterproof gloves      2x warm gloves (Leather, wool, or soft-shell)   
Pack frame or internal frame pack    Global Rescue Insurance     
Trip Cancellation Insurance !
**Baggage:    Your baggage should be packed in small soft duffle bags. If you wish to travel to David River with a 
suitcase or large duffle bag, please bring small duffle bags to repack your gear before it is loaded into the hi-
performance Super Cubs we utilize in the mountains. Large duffle bags and suitcases will remain at our David River 
base. !
Rifles: you rifle should be equipped with good quality scope dialed in 2” high at 100 yards. Synthetic stocks and 
stainless perform best in inclimate weather. Shooting sticks are recommended !
Recommended Calibers 
.338 Win Mag (Minimum caliber), .338 RUM, .375 H&H (recommended caliber), .375 Ruger. .416 Win Mag/Ruger !
Bullets: No solids for Bears!!! Swift A-Frame, Barnes X, Nosler Partition, Trophy Bonded Bear Claw or similar 
controllec expansion bullets work we'll on the big bruins. !
Sleeping Gear/Arrangements: We provide all sleeping bags and pads for this hunt.  !
Gear Recommendations: We utilize and highly recommended you bring quality gear. Brands we recommend include: 
Stone Glacier, KUIU, Sitka, First Lite, Outdoor Research, Swarovski, Zeiss, Leupold, Vortex.


